individuals to at least some ideologically cross-cutting viewpoints (4). Of course, we do not pass judgment on the normative value of cross-cutting exposure. Although normative scholars often argue that exposure to a diverse “marketplace of ideas” is key to a healthy democracy (25), a number of studies have found that exposure to cross-cutting viewpoints is associated with lower levels of political participation (22, 26, 27). Regardless, our work suggests that the power to expose oneself to perspectives from the other side in social media lies first and foremost with individuals.
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ECOPHYSIOLOGY

Climate change tightens a metabolic constraint on marine habitats

Curtis Deutsch, Aaron Ferrel, Brad Seibel, Hans-Otto Pörtner, Raymond B. Huey

Warming of the oceans and consequent loss of dissolved oxygen (O2) will alter marine ecosystems, but a mechanistic framework to predict the impact of multiple stressors on viable habitat is lacking. Here, we integrate physiological, climatic, and biogeographic data to calibrate and then map a key metabolic index—the ratio of O2 supply to resting metabolic O2 demand—across geographic ranges of several marine ectotherms. These species differ in thermal and hypoxic tolerances, but their contemporary distributions are all bounded at the equatorward edge by a minimum metabolic index of ~2 to 5, indicative of a critical energetic requirement for organismal activity. The combined effects of warming and O2 loss this century are projected to reduce the upper ocean’s metabolic index by ~20% globally and by ~50% in northern high-latitude regions, forcing poleward and vertical contraction of metabolically viable habitats and species ranges.

The ratio of O2 supply increases with ambient O2 pressure (PO2) and with respiratory efficacy (8). Thus, $S = \alpha_O B^P O_2$, where respiratory efficacy is the product of $\alpha_O$, a per-mass rate of gas transfer between water and animal and its scaling with body mass, $B$. Resting metabolic demand also scales with $B$ and with absolute temperature (T), according to $D = \alpha_D B^E \exp(-E_o/k_B T)$, where $\alpha_D$ is a taxon-specific baseline metabolic rate, $\varepsilon$ is its allometric scaling, $E_o$ is its temperature dependence, and $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant (9).

We define a metabolic index, denoted $\Phi$, as the ratio of O2 supply to an organism’s resting O2 demand

$$\Phi = A_o B^P \frac{P_{O_2}}{\exp(-E_o/k_B T)}$$

($\Phi$ falls below a critical threshold value of 1, organisms must either suppress aerobic activity (5) or initiate anaerobic metabolism, conditions that are physiologically unsustainable. Conversely, values above 1 enable organismal metabolic rates to increase by a factor of $\Phi$ above resting levels, permitting critical activities such as feeding, defense, growth, and reproduction. Thus, for a given environment, $\Phi$ estimates the ratio of maximum sustainable metabolic rate to the minimum rate necessary for maintenance for a given species.

We analyzed data from published studies in which hypoxia tolerance was determined at
multiple temperatures (Fig. 1). Hypoxia tolerance was measured as the \( O_2 \) level below which the resting rate of metabolism cannot be maintained, anaerobic metabolic end products accumulate, or mortality increases. Such conditions correspond to the threshold value of \( \Phi = 1 \), allowing the parameters in Eq. 1 (\( n, E_n, \text{and } A_n \)) to be estimated (10). These parameters vary among species (table S1) due to differences in resting metabolic rates and oxygen uptake capacity (11–14). Within species, body mass weakly affected critical \( P_{O_2} \) (Fig. S1), suggesting that size-associated increases in \( O_2 \) uptake capacity (6) largely compensate for increases in metabolic rate with size (e) (15, 16). Temperature on average accounted for 87% of the intraspecies variation in \( P_{O_2}^{\text{crit}} \) (table S1), with slopes (\( E_n \)) for most of the species between 0.36 to 1.06 eV, similar to estimates for diverse physiological rates (17).

To evaluate whether the metabolic index limits the geographic range of species, we compared the spatial distributions of the index in the ocean with distributions of several marine species. Physiological and biogeographic data were available for four Atlantic species that live in diverse habitats (cod in open waters, rock crab in benthic zones, seabream in subtropics, eelpout in subpolar oceans) and differ widely in thermal and hypoxic tolerance (table S2). Using climatological temperature and \( O_2 \) data (10), we computed the seasonally varying three-dimensional distributions of the metabolic index. The global patterns of \( \Phi \) are nearly identical among species because the patterns derive from environmental gradients of temperature and \( P_{O_2} \). Species differences in \( A_n \) scale the absolute values of \( \Phi \) but not its spatial pattern, and variations in \( E_n \) only weakly alter the relative influence of temperature and \( O_2 \) gradients. The geographical distribution of \( \Phi \) is also insensitive to whether \( O_2 \) uptake depends on the concentration, partial pressure, or diffusivity of \( O_2 \) (18).

Thus, when mapped relative to an arbitrary reference location, the spatial distribution and temporal variations in \( \Phi \) are qualitatively independent of species.

For all studied species, the metabolic index in the upper ocean varies by more than 10-fold across latitude (Fig. 2A, values normalized to the tropical average), reflecting low subsurface \( P_{O_2} \) and high metabolic rates in tropical waters (low \( \Phi \)) but generally high \( P_{O_2} \) and low metabolic rates in cooler, higher-latitude waters (high \( \Phi \)). In contrast, vertical variation in \( \Phi \) (Fig. 2B) is relatively small, because both temperature and \( O_2 \) decrease with depth and their individual effects on metabolic index are partly offsetting. In strong oxygen minimum zones (OMZs), however, \( O_2 \) declines more rapidly with depth than does metabolism, such that \( \Phi \) decreases sharply with depth. Seasonal variability of \( \Phi \) is generally small, except near OMZs, and in marginal seas and western boundary currents (fig. S3). Because the largest variations in \( \Phi \) occur across latitude, we focus on whether latitudinal ranges of species are limited by the metabolic index.

From maps of the geographic distribution and metabolic index for the four focal species, we identified the occupied site where \( \Phi \) was lowest: This was invariably at the southern (equatorward) range limit (Fig. 3). Across all species, seasons, and body masses, the minimum \( \Phi \) varied only between 2 and 5 (table S3). Thus, marine environments appear viable only if they support metabolic rates at least 2 to 5 times resting rates. This critical metabolic index (\( \Phi_{\text{crit}} \)) reflects not only the minimal physiological requirements for survival (\( \Phi > 1 \)) but also additional energy required for key ecological activities (\( \Phi_{\text{en}} \)). Interestingly, sustained field metabolic rates of diverse terrestrial species are typically 1.5 to 5 times resting rates (19). This factorial increase is similar to values of \( \Phi_{\text{crit}} \) of marine ectotherms, which suggests that it represents a fundamental metabolic requirement both on land and in the ocean but restricts the equatorial range limit only in the ocean.

Populations that migrate seasonally provide further support that the metabolic index restricts viable habitats. Western and eastern Atlantic cod share a common \( \Phi_{\text{crit}} \) at their southern range border. Western cod migrate along the North
Fig. 3. Distribution of the metabolic index ($\Phi$) in the Atlantic Ocean for all four species in Fig. 1 with documented marine population distributions. (A) Atlantic cod, (B) Atlantic rock crab, (C) sharpsnout seabream, and (D) common eelpout. For each species, $\Phi$ is averaged over its observed depth range (cod, 0 to 400 m; eelpout, 0 to 40 m; seabream, 0 to 60 m) except for rock crab, where values have been averaged over longitude in bottom grid cells along the North American margin. The minimum value found within the species distribution ($\Phi_{\text{crit}}$) is contoured (black lines; values in table S3). For rock crabs, the contour of $\Phi$ includes both monthly maximum (winter) and minimum (summer) values above 100 m; below 100 m, it is cumulatively averaged downward along the slope at each latitude, to approximate the effect of seasonal movement of these crabs up and down the continental shelf. Occurrence data for each species are plotted (blue dots, interpolated to climate grid) for all species except crabs, whose latitudinal range of seasonal and year-round (annual) habitat in shelf and slope waters is indicated by gray arrows (see the supplementary materials).

Fig. 4. Change in metabolic index and associated habitat compression from 1971–2000 to 2071–2100. (A) Global fractional change in $\Phi$ averaged over the upper 200 m, as projected by multiple Earth system model simulations under an 8.5 W/m² greenhouse gas emissions scenario (Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5), averaged across species. White areas indicate an increase in metabolic index, in all cases attributable to an increase in subsurface $O_2$. The individual contributions of changes in temperature and $O_2$ are shown in fig. S6. (B to E) Projected loss of metabolic habitat (denoted $\Delta H$) for species with calibrated metabolic index values. Metabolic habitat is defined as any grid cell with $\Phi > \Phi_{\text{crit}}$ on a monthly basis. For cod (B), seabream (D), and eelpout (E), habitat changes are mapped as the percentage of change in annual mean thickness of the habitable water column between 1971–2000 and 2071–2100. For Atlantic rock crab (C), the background color map shows relative changes in $\Phi$ (%), and contours indicate the migration of $\Phi_{\text{crit}}$. For all species, the relative change is an average over all months, so that the loss of habitat includes both vertical compression and a shortening of the habitable season.
American coast between 37°N in winter and 41°N in summer, paralleling seasonal shifts of \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) (Fig. S4A). Eastern cod migrate vertically, moving from cool temperatures in surface waters in winter to deeper waters in summer, in parallel with \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) (Fig. S4B). Seasonal migrations of benthic Atlantic rock crabs also coincide with variations in \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) in bottom waters (Fig. 3B). On the continental shelf, the latitudinal limits of seasonal crab populations in the mid-Atlantic Bight and of year-round populations north of 40°N are both delineated by a common \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \). Deeper waters of the continental slope (100 to 400 m) have a metabolic index above \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \), thus providing refugia for populations migrating from shallower shelf environments during summer (10).

Projected climate changes by this century’s end (2071 to 2100) will affect the distribution of the metabolic index and thus of marine animals (Fig. 4). Climate models predict substantial warming and deoxygenation throughout most of the upper ocean (fig. S5 and table S4) (10). This implies global reductions in the metabolic index (Fig. 4A) throughout the upper water column (0 to 400 m), with a model-average decline of 21% (intermodel range 17 to 25%). Only ~1/3 of this reduction is attributable to \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) loss, indicating that future marine hypoxia will be driven primarily by rising temperature, not by declining \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) (3). The decline in \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) and the relative contribution of temperature versus \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) vary geographically (fig. S6). In mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere oceans—where fisheries are often highly productive—the metabolic index, and thus habitat suitability, should decline dramatically (~50%). The Pacific is prone to some of the largest reductions in \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \), driven by its larger projected fractional decrease in \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) (figs. S5 and S6).

The focal species studied here illustrate how projected warming plus \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) loss should shift metabolically viable habitats by century’s end (Fig. 4, B to E). Habitable zones will often be vertically compressed and habitable seasons shortened throughout geographic ranges, but overall habitat losses are projected to be greatest near the equatorward edge of ranges, where \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) is low. For example, in the western subtropical Atlantic, where a wide swath of benthic habitat of rock crab is already close to \( \Phi_{\text{crit}} \), a 30% reduction in \( \Phi_{\text{err}} \) would force a poleward retreat of slope populations from ~25°N to ~35°N. For other focal species, the average cumulative loss of habitat, measured as the reduction in currently occupied water volume with \( \Phi_{\text{err}} > \Phi_{\text{crit}} \) ranges from 14 to 26% (table S5) (intermodel range 9 to 42%). These losses in aerobic habitat may be partially offset by habitat expansions where species ranges are now limited by cold tolerance.

Our results suggest that climate constraints on aerobic energy provision are the primary factors governing the equatorward range limit for diverse marine ectotherms. Thus, the metabolic index provides a simple but powerful metric linking physiology and biogeography with current and future environmental conditions. Even so, climate-forced ecosystem shifts will be complex, because changes in the metabolic index may be exacerbated by declines in net primary productivity (20), ocean acidification, and pollution (21), or ameliorated by acclimation and genetic adaptation (21). Biotic interactions will be altered because currently interacting species—if they have different metabolic sensitivities—will show noncoincident range contractions. Polar species may face increased competition caused by the invasion by lower-latitude species. Shallow-water predators may benefit from upwelling migrations of deeper water prey (22), and prey may benefit if their predators move away (23). Thus, climate shifts in the metabolic index may alter species ecologies even where metabolic indices exceed critical limits. Predictions of differential responses of ecologically interacting species to future shifts in metabolic indices will require more studies of temperature-dependent hypoxic tolerances, especially those of interacting and potentially interesting species.
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Coral Reefs

Limited scope for latitudinal extension of reef corals
Paul R. Muir,1* Carden C. Wallace,1 Terence Done,1,2 J. David Aguirre3,4

An analysis of present-day global depth distributions of reef-building corals and underlying environmental drivers contradicts a commonly held belief that ocean warming will promote tropical coral expansion into temperate latitudes. Using a global data set of a major group of reef corals, we found that corals were confined to shallower depths at higher latitudes (up to 0.6 meters of predicted shallowing per additional degree of latitude). Latitudinal attenuation of the most important driver of this phenomenon—the dose of photosynthetically available radiation over winter—would severely constrain latitudinal coral range extension in response to ocean warming. Latitudinal gradients in species richness for the group also suggest that higher winter irradiance at depth in low latitudes allowed a deep-water fauna that was not viable at higher latitudes.

The growth of phototrophic corals, those that rely on energy from endosymbiotic algae or “zooxanthellae,” is determined by three primary latitude-correlated environmental factors (solar radiation, temperature, aragonite saturation) and by a number of factors not related to latitude (e.g., nature and depth of the substratum, wave climate, salinity, water quality, siltation regime) (1, 2). Among the primary drivers of coral growth, only one—the amount of